ACTIVATING UNDERUTILIZED SPACES THROUGH DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

From 3D aluminum benches to creative robots, the School of Architecture, Planning, and Landscape's Laboratory for Integrative Design is helping to create a more vibrant downtown.

READ MORE.

IN THE NEWS

Tom Keenan: How pets can keep men sane

The devotion to pets is rooted in a deep and complex relationship.

READ MORE.
Rent-a-robot idea brings creative spark back to the building industry

SAPL's Prof Alicia Nahmad-Vazquez trains robots to lend an electronic hand in construction.

READ MORE.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

TREATY 7 AT SAPL

As an acknowledgment of the land we study on and as a reminder that we are all treaty people, the Treaty 7 signed on Sept. 22, 1877, can now be read on the corridor of the third floor at SAPL's Professional Faculties Building.

TALON LETTERS PUBLICATION - Now available for purchase

Under the guidance of Dr. Fabian Neuhaus, the Teaching And Learning Online Network (TALON) team created TALON Letters, an academic discourse and resource initiative composed of 35 letters created as tools to cope with challenging times in academia. Copies can be purchased at Shelf Life Books, Amazon, Apple's Book store or by e-mailing Dr. Fabian Neuhaus.

Learn More
Final Call - WINTER CITY DESIGN CONTEST

SAPL students are invited to imagine and design the interactive displays they’d like to see along Stephen Avenue and the Beltline for The City’s Winter City Design Competition. The submission deadline is next Thursday, Oct. 20.

Read More

STANTEC GALLERY OPEN HOUSE: LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY | OCT. 20

The Open House of the new exhibition at the Stantec Gallery: Landscape Photography will feature the work of SAPL students throughout Block Week under the guidance of world renowned photographer, Luca Nostri. It will take place on Oct. 20 from 5 to 7 p.m and snacks and a cash bar will be available.

Register Here

EVENTS

SAPLSA HEADSHOT EVENT

Get the perfect headshot at SAPL Student’s Association professional headshot sessions tomorrow, and on Oct. 17 from 1 to 4 p.m. and Oct. 18 from 9 am to 1 p.m. Limited slots available. Sign up here.

MAYOR’S URBAN DESIGN AWARDS 2022

The Mayor’s Urban Design Awards (MUDA) recognize the contributions of Calgary’s urban designers, architects, landscape architects, engineers, planners, and artists to our city’s well-being. The celebration will take place on Nov. 9. For more information, click here.
SAVE THE DATE: SAPLSA INDUSTRY NIGHT
Learn about the work culture, day-to-day activities, and professional expectations of industry professionals at SAPLSA’s Online Industry Night on Nov. 9 from 6 to 8 p.m.

APPI ANNUAL MEET AND GREET
The Alberta Professional Planners Institute is hosting its Annual Meet & Greet for planning and design students at SAPL tomorrow from 12-2 p.m. at PF-3160. Connect with industry professionals, the APPI council and learn about student awards and scholarships offered by APPI and CIP.

CIP STUDENT SYMPOSIUM
The Canadian Institute of Planners is inviting students to its online Planning Together: World Town Planning Day Student Symposium on Nov. 8. SAPL students Taila Mimura and Pallavi Singh will present: The Land We Walk On: Reconciliation and Decolonizing Planning in Education.

BUILDEX ALBERTA | October 26 – 27, 2022
Learn more about the industry, build your network, and find mentors and opportunities at the upcoming BUILDEX Alberta on Oct. 26 and 27. Sign up for free seminars and a tradeshow pass using the promo code MRU22TSS22. Pre-registration is required.

DESIGN BYTES
REPRESENTING THE CITY: LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY AT BLOCK WEEK

As part of Block Week, students at SAPL explored the city landscapes behind the lens of a camera in the Representing The City: Landscape Photography workshop led by Italian photographer Luca Nostri and coordinated by SAPL's associate dean and associate professor, Dr. Enrica Dall'Ara. [SEE MORE.]

SIX CANADIAN PROJECTS WIN WAFX AWARDS

The World Architecture Festival has announced the winners of the WAFX Awards and six Canadian designs have been selected among the 20 projects that embrace approaches to combat the world's most pressing issues. [READ MORE.]

WE GOT YOU!

Do you have an item that needs to be highlighted in future editions of this newsletter? Submit your item with an image to sapl.marcom@ucalgary.ca by end of day Monday of the week the item should run.